Tan Lin

theatricality
  of college (Vassar)
  resemblance to jokes 15
  and stupidity 8
  Rhomborrhina resplendens
  whispered 4

things that are Japanese 15

tiny treble of pink 8, 34

tomato (skin)
  and liquids 5
  as affair gone wrong 15, 41
  as cinematic (minus gasses) 31
  as sensuality (The Soft Skin)
  on Diana’s birthday 14

stories
  Egyptian, (circa 1920)
  grandmother (“Nandy” Dorothy Lee Brown, 1895-1980)
  the near-East Moroccan wax, and later
  and probably, Egypt
  and followed by, a trip (something else: it consists of two parts)
  and “Ah there”
  and You mark the spot with singing
  You put some sugar in it
  And then she put some olives into it
  and Revere, circa 1978.
  and To be left standing in Connecticut.
  It gave out the CDHG (Chestnut Hill Development Group)
  Flower Show Trophy, 1974. It was a Standing Child

School for Visual Arts (SVA), New York

tape and whimsy

tasting notes circa 2010
  “woozy blossom with hints of marriage”